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d;azu S. 12, wird i 

A neglected pie variety of languages a person 
so often addressed, not in the second, but in the third person? has 
in this large volr e found a detailed and systematic treatment. 
Starting from the question as to why the vocative may be replaced 
the nominative, F rofessor Svennung di 
book (p. 3-l 98), tE ie so-called indirect ress by means of a 

sentence the verb If which is in the thir whether the subject 
is a word for “lord” etc., an ‘abstract’ 
o’ati4e deliciae, vzcestra merced etc.), a t 
of +he third person, or a deprecatory term, and in the second part the 
phel *menon of the ‘nominative instead of the voc s occurrinag 

in Greek, Latin and other languages (p. 199335). appendices 
our attention is invited to the historical develop t of the terms 

for “lord” and ’ as modes of address in the languages of the An- 
cient Near and e ast, to the use of the phn-al in addressin 
single person, to that of the vocative in ead of other cases; to 

occurrences of the possessive pro oun of the 

addressing : uneins PZ!, my dear!; to t 
person instead of the second in contexts other t 
to the occurrence of elliptic sentences in addre 

Swed. tjiinave! etc. 
hor has based his argunt 
ly borrowed from Latis 

d Swedish; besides, some of the 



have also contributed part of the material for the di 
titular points. The book, which contains many interesti 
is a mhe cf information for anyone intere:sted in 
Perhaps it is somewhat too voluminous, owing to the tendency to 
deal with every langu ely f this involves repetition an 
enumeration of similar s different only in language. 
the author sometimes wanCr from his subject by including phrases 
and locutions which ciknnot strictly be con .dered modes of ad 
and by discussing epistolary styles (p. 21 ff.), rules of etiquette etc. 
(e.g. $ 29). The formulas and fixed phrases discussed on 
indica tions inscribed on letters rather than “Anredeformen’ ; those 
mentioned on p. 17 salutations and complir; ary forms. There is, 
however, no denying that the ancient ‘orien. pistolary st 
conventionallities have exerted influence up e modes of 
of later times and other countries (p. 18). The in+znce of the language 
of the Bible is of course duly discerned and establi::hed. 

There are on the other hand some points of interest which do not 
appear to have received, in this book, much attention. Did the custom 
described in the medieval German epics to quote ir, meetings or as- 
semblies those present in the third person (p. 45, n. 3) occur also in 
other countries? How far was it in various epochs and countries im- 
polite to speak about those present in the third person? In which 
countries and milieus did, or does, the married woman address her 
h d by his surname (p. 55) ? 

ough the book as a whole is a product of great diligence and 
valuable as a collection of facts, the author seems to have missed ~3 
opportunity systematically to dw;ll on some points of IinguLic 
import. A more comprehensive study of the social aspects of the use 
0.’ the ‘Anredeformen’, and of the tendency proper to these idioms. 
phrases and formulas, to ‘infiltrate’ from higher circles to the masses, 

erhaps have been a welcome supplement to the many scattered 
s and stray notes relating to these points. In discussing the 

frequent replacement of pronouns by titles the problem might have 
‘xen dealt with more systematically as to how far ‘linguistic’ tabu 
and the aversion to pronouns rnby have induced so many commu- 
nities to prefer certain modes of address to simple pronouns or other 

‘ous expressions. In this connection a discussion of the correspond- 
henomena in living non-European languages which are, in this 



to show respect to the person addressed; it may be used also for the 
person spoken of, when that person is present. One might compare 
also the introduction of Sk%. &.MRz- “body, person” as a pronoun into 
Javanese and the observations made by Lommatasch, in Festschrift- 

auptfragen der Romanistik, 1922) ar,d by Rheinfelder, 
Persona, 1928, p. 56 ff. 

The phenomenon of a nominative bject form instead of a 
vocative or form of direct address i ated by many examples 
and attention is duly invited to conta on, various speech habits 
(in addressing children, animals - on mention could have been 
made of Dutch locutions such as wa in addressing a dog --# 
in courteous language, etc.), and to some authoritative attempts to 
explain this use. It seems ,‘o be a regrettable lacuna that the author 
has not dealt with the character of the nominative at greater length 
(see e.g. the present reviewer’s article ‘“Defining the nominative” 
in Lingua 5 (1956), p. 288 ff.). If I am not greatly mistaken, t 
cient Indo-European nominative especially expressed the mere no 
idea; it could be used either isolated, or complementary, or P 
tively; very often the person or object ‘named’ by the nom 
was the thema. The nominative was therefore used, when no other 
case was needed and could, in order to avoid ‘ube kterisierung’ 
(see W. Horn, Sprachkorper und Spra.chfunktion, 1921, P= 54; 
E. Fraenkel, I. F. Anz. 43, p. 46), appear in co-ordination with anoGler . 

case-form: a 50 f, v@@ &v dr~eplp&q . . . / Gjao< G~r~p~~aoa; I Phutus, 
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Asin. 691 mi Libane, oc~Utis tuneup (cf. also 
des Nominativs, Glotta 16 (1927), p. 105 f 

rundriss der vergl. Grammatik der in. 
) that the type qthoc itj ~Y&W or$inally might have been 

“der du das und &s bist” (§vennung, p. 242 f.) nor 
Schwyzer-Debrunner’s (Griechische Grammatik, II, Syntax, 1950, 
p. 63 f.) that the structure 6 xaic &~;oho\lrht owes its existence to blending 
(‘~o~tam~atic~‘) may be regarded as final. of. Svennung, who does 
not appear to have been acquainted with my article ‘On nominatives 
joining OS ‘replacing’ vocatives’ (Lingua, 6 (1956), p. 89 ff ., esp. 94 ff.), 
the contents of which need not be repeated here, does not contribute 

cations of the origin and early development of these combina- 
th regard to the Sanskrit schemata i&y04 cu SO~Q~ ~ib~t~~ 
(RV. 4, 50, 10) and v&yav indru5 ca cetothah (RV. 1 t 2J 5) . 

ay perhaps be made of my relative observations in Lingua 
6, 89 ff.; and V&k, vol. 5 (Poona 1957), p. 1 ff. The question of the 
vocative of the possessive was briefly discussed in Lingua 6, p. 98, 
where I could not see a conclusive proof of the correctness of the thesis 
hesitatingly defended by Wackemagel (Vorlesungen tiber Syntax, 
I2 p 307) that in prehistoric Indo-European it did not exist at all. t l 

In connection with the author’s ample discussion of the indirect 
forms of address by means of honorific abstracts (p. 59 ff. ; p. 134 ff.) 
the question might be raised as to how far odr term ‘abstract noun’ 

cable to ancient Greek words such as pho~ ('g 167 tEp& pivot 
to), ptq (A 690 Ptq ‘HparxhA$$ etc. Very often the many words 

of this categovJ which impress us as abstracts were, also in other 
circumstancesJ applied to persons who were considered to be mani- 
festations of the potency or power-substance wttich within some form 
of experience was supposed to be present in things, phenomena, and 

mmJ and by virtue of which these proved to be powerful, influential’ 
effective. Thus the Greek oc; could also denote “;t criminal” J x,!jSo~ 

“a relative” ; the Latin decoya could refer to persons; &xos is not only 
our ‘abstracts’ “glory, renown”, but also to “victory 

tutes a glorious deed”, “ desired object” or other concreta. 
d by the Latin muiestas (SvennungJ j?. 7 1 ff.) 

e referred to H. Wagenvoort, Imperium, Am- 
1, translation : Roman dynamism’ oxford 1947, 

F’S publication on the Skt. mahas and its 



and other ancie 
riental Institu 

~straat 13 

< ates that this fine volume is only the first in a series of three volumes 
to deal with the Sirion language, of which one is a grammatical 
treatise. It need not be said that we are looking forward to these two 
volumes with great expectations. 

Incidentally, even at the present stage, we are not left entirely 
without data on Siriono grammar, as the ionarq contains many 
essential points, which can be picked o too much diffic 
by any student of American Indian es who is even i 
slightest way familiar with their ge 

The Siriono language is spoke 
Santa Cruz), on various rivers: lance, Guapore, Yapacuni, etc. 
As the Guarani (or Tupian) languages and dialects are in general rather 
uniform, constituting a c=losely knit linguistic family, we have in the 
present lexicological work an important contribution to our knowled 
of Guarani in general. 

nselmo Schermair ‘s work is substantially lexicolo 
Only the first few pages (1 l-22) are devote to introductory ma 
in the first place explanations of abbreviations and sign 
an analysis of the sounds and sound symbols. Let us 
remark that the author does not treat the phonology of 
in a strictly speaking technical way and we shall not deny that certain 
points do seem somewhat unsatisfactory (especially where the accen- 
tuation is dealt with - this evidently is a difficult chapter of Sirion 
grammar) ; but these shortcomings are fully made up for by the 


